Annual-form-wild (AFW) rice developmentally changes the vegetative plant architecture from flat to elect shape. The main objective of the present study is to suggest that the change might be related to competitive ability (CA). Recombinant inbred lines (RILs) derived from a cross between an AFW rice and a cultivar were grown under high-density (H) and low-density (L) conditions in a weedy paddy field. At two and three months after transplanting (MATs), we evaluated the two traits associated with utilization of light resource, tiller angle (TA) and actual plant height (APH), and amount of the growing weeds using an index, weed-denseness score (WDS). Then, DC-TA, DC-APH and SC-WDS was defined as the amount of change in TA, APH, and WDS from two to three MATs, respectively. Multiple regression analysis revealed that only DC-TA significantly affected SC-WDS specific under H condition that is relatively similar to habitats of AFW rice. Quantitative trait locus (QTL) analyses identified that one of the two QTLs associated with DC-TA shared a linked molecular marker with a QTL associated with SC-WDS only under H condition. Further, RILs with AFW-rice-derived allele on the QTL associated with DC-TA tended to show drastic changes of TA toward narrow angle as well as large decreases of weed amount. All the QTLs associated with DC-APH were not linked to the QTL associated with SC-WDS under H condition. Therefore, it is suggested that under the crowded conditions during the late plant development, AFW-rice plants might not survive through canopy domination but elevate CA through increases of efficiency of capturing light due to changes from wide to narrow tiller angle. Since flat-plant shape of AFW rice during the early development would have been evolved by trampling pressures, the present finding suggest that different selective pressures in life time might have cooperatively evolved the developmental change.
Introduction
The wild progenitor of Asian cultivated rice, Oryza rufipogon Griff., tends to show annual-perennial continuum within a species [1, 2] . Annual-form-wild (AFW) rice prefers to temporary swamps that are parched in dry season [3, 4] . The habitat is mainly characterized by the three disturbances, drought stress in dry season, trampling pressures by large size of mammals during the early vegetative plant development and water stress in rainy season [3] [4] [5] . Due to the disturbances, AFW-rice plant has been evolved as an r-strategist, inclining to a high reproductive effort in the life history [2] . The dispersed seeds are eaten by rodents or small bards at a high rate, and hence, buried seeds with a large variation of can be established. Against the expectation, AFW-rice plants were very inferior to rice cultivars so far as fitness-related traits measured at maturity stage were concerned under a common cultivation practice (indicating low density condition relative to natural habitat of AFW rice) [11] .
Later, the reason was suggested by the empirical demonstrations that the variation of the plant architecture associated with canopy domination, especially, plant height, at a time of early vegetative plant development might be associated with the intergenotypic competition under paddy-field conditions in Asian tropic cultivated rice (Oryza sativa L.) [12] [13] [14] . Under the implicit precondition that there is no trampling pressure in paddyfield, Jennings and coworkers discussed that plant developments of rice cultivars could have simply concentrated on scrambling for the occupation of light resources to result in evolution of tall stature. This viewpoint is also applicable to the feature of vegetative plant architecture of land races in one of northern-limit regions of rice cultivation [15] . Light resources would be also a major factor for interspecific competition between cultivated rice and weeds under paddy-field conditions [16, 17] . It suggests that competitions of cultivated rice against weeds might have also evolved some weed species toward a (potentially) tall stature [18] [19] [20] [21] . The vegetative plant architecture of AFW rice generally maintains flat-plant shape with many short tillers during the early development, indicating short stature [22, 23] . Therefore, AFW rice in the early developmental phase would also show a weak CA against weeds, if canopy domination is the primal factor of competition under paddy-field conditions [4, 6] . However, there has been an underestimated empirical fact that CA of AFW rice against weeds in a single generation was not so weak as that of land race strains of the tropics and clearly higher than that of a modern cultivar under a dense condition in paddy field [4, 24] .
The surveys of developmental behaviors of AFW rice during the life time should be required to understand the density-dependent CA expression measured at maturity stage (i.e. result of competition) like the competition studies of the other annual plant species [20, 25, 26] , but the behaviors have been treated as a black box. AFW rice drastically changes the plant architecture from flat to elect shape during the late vegetative plant development [27] . Experimental plantings of germinated seeds of wild rice strains under a dense condition in semi-natural weedy habitat revealed that AFW rice expressed a high mortality during the early plant development but most of the remaining plants survived during the late one and also reached maturity [6] . In addition, the rate of survival of AFW rice was clearly higher than a rice cultivar during the late development [6] . Hence, it is expected that the developmental change may, in some way, affect the change of CA under a dense condition.
However, it is not easy to give more than an inference to an ecological function of morphology itself or the drastic changes along a temporal axis of ontogeny (i.e. development) without complicated experiments with detailed statistical analyses or philosophical meta-analysis [20, 28, 29] . The function of flat plant shape of AFW rice has been inferred from ecological records in relation to trampling pressure [3, 5] . Recently, using quantitative trait locus (QTL) analysis, Sano and colleagues genetically suggested that the flat-plant shape shown by AFW rice might be associated with tolerance against trampling pressure, since they could detect a chromosomal region where a major QTL associated with the shape was closely linked to a QTL associated with the tolerance [22] . This method is important because linkage (or QTL) analysis can be used for reexamining a hypothesis about function of morphology (or development) based on ecological observations or a statistical relationship between morphology (or development) and the function. But it remains to be studied as to why another QTL that AFWrice-derived allele contributed to flat-plant shape was not linked to QTL associated with the tolerance [22] . However, an extension of this way may give us for a new methodology if an additional analysis can overcome the reason [e.g. 30] .
In competition studies of higher plants, traits conferring CA was generally determined, depending on statistical analysis for the relationship between target trait(s) and the measured CA [16, 17, 20, 21, 25, [31] [32] [33] , except for rice allelopathy studies [34, 35] . On the other hand, the genetic analysis tended to be simply performed on the trait conferring CA that has been suggested by the previous phenotypic studies especially in rice [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] , although the genetic materials and environments (or weed species and/or agroecotypes) differed from those used in the previous competition experiments. That is, it has been axiomatic in the genetic analyses or a merely added value of the molecular study that the target trait(s) confers CA. In the present study, using recombinant inbred lines (RILs) derived from a cross between an AFW rice and a cultivar, we simultaneously performed phenotypic and genetic analyses on some developmental traits and CA against weeds in an identical competition experiment. We will present some problems derived from the gap between genetic-and phenotypic-analysis levels, and also suggest the effectiveness of QTL analysis for resolving the problems in plant competition study. Then, the ecological and evolutionary significances of the developmental change of AFW rice were discussed.
Materials and Methods

Genetic Materials
Materials used in the present study were thirty-five RILs, which were randomly selected from eighty-nine W107RILs (F 6 generation), derived from the cross between A58 (Kokushoku-to 2, a japonica form of rice cultivar (Oryza sativa L.) from one of the northern-limit regions of rice cultivation, Hokkaido, Japan) and W107 (a common wild rice (Oryza rufipogon Griff.) from Orissa, India) [22, 43] . The two-parental lines, A58 and W107, were also included in the present study. W107RILs and the parental lines have been developed and preserved in Hokkaido University [22] . A58 is a strain, selected from a variation of the initial population that was adapted to Hokkaido islands [41] . Hence A58 is a land race (or an ecotype) of Hokkaido, indicating that no genetic improvement has been consciously performed on A58. W107 is a strain with showing the typical developmental feature of AFW rice [27, 42] . In order to compare a feature of CA between RILs and Hokkaido cultivars, twelve-Hokkaidocultivar strains from an introduced to the latest one were added. The six strains of the twelve involved the oneintroduced cultivar, Tsugaru-wase (A110), the three initial-land races, Akage (A1), Akaine (A2) and Akamuro (A5), and the two-land race, Bozu (A9) and Kurikaramochi (A60). They are preserved in Hokkaido University. The other six strains preserved in Hokkaido Agricultural Research Center (HARC), Fukoku, Fukuyuki, Yukara, Hoshi-no-yume, Nanatsu-boshi and Kita-aoba, were established from the crossbreeding cultivars. They are socalled modern cultivars [15] .
Cultivations
Germination treatments were carried out in the late April. The seeds of each genotype were soaked in distilled water in a Petri dish in the dark (30˚C) for three days. Ninety-germinated seeds per strain were strictly implanted in a culture soil at uniform intervals, according to the way the coleoptiles were above the soil surface and the horizontal directions of coleoptiles in all the rows were same in a seedbed. The treatments were for obtaining uniform seedlings of a strain through minimizing the intragenotypic competitions, due to the effects of phenotypic plasticity on seedling morphologies in the late stage [42, 43] . The seedlings were grown in a greenhouse at HARC in Sapporo (43˚N). In the late May, sixty-six plants with showing a uniform leaf age and plant height were, further, selected for transplanting in each genotype. At the transplanting time (i.e. the late May), the selected seedlings of a genotype were randomly divided into the high-density (H) and low-density (L) conditions. In both density conditions, two replicates were prepared in an identical paddy field at HARC. In each genotype, the eighteen and fifteen plants per replicate for H and L condition were transplanted into three rows with a space of 12.5 × 30.5 and 25.0 × 30.5 cm, respectively. Fertilizers were applied at a rate of 0.40-0.49-0.35 NPK (Kg/a), regardless of density condition. The fertilizer application was half the amount of that in common cultivation in Hokkaido. There were large variations in the component traits of vegetative plant architecture among W107RILs [22] . To minimize intergenotypic competitions, the genotypes were arranged according to the genotypic mean of plant height [22] . The order in replicate I was from the genotype showing the largest plant height to that showing the smallest one, while that in replicate II was the reversed order of replicate I in the first year. In the second year, the order in replicate I and II was the same order in replicate II and I in the first one, respectively. Any herbicides were not used during the two years to result in an increase of weeds in the paddy field in the second year. The paddy field was irrigated directly after the end of transplanting. It is noteworthy that the paddy field has been used for examining modern-rice strains under a direct-seeded cultivation until the present experiments were performed, indicating that the field was potentially weedier than that for transplanting cultivations [24] .
Weed-Denseness Score
In our paddy field, there were seven-weed species, but the four species, Echinochloa crus-galli (L.) Beauv. var. crus-galli (barnyard grass, annual form), Scirpus juncoides Roxb. var. ohwianus T. Koyama (rock bulrush, annual form), Alisma canaliculatum A. Br. Et Bouche (Hera-omo-daka, perennial form), Cyperus difformis L. (sedge, annual form), were the dominant weeds.
We used the first year for the pilot survey 1) to know whether or not there are genotypic differences in CA against weeds and 2) to develop a simple method for evaluating the amount of weeds within a field plot. Here, field plot indicates a block that the experimental paddy field was divided by the genotypes, density conditions and replicates. At three months after transplanting (MATs) in the first year, we evaluated the degree of weed amount, using the weed-denseness score (WDS) according to the following procedure with the three steps. 1) When we could not detect any growing weeds in a field plot, WDS of the plot was zero. 2) When we could detect them in a field plot, we firstly decided whether the degree of weed denseness was small or large. If we could not easily decide it, the degree was autonomously classified into middle. Further, 3) each of the three categories of the degree (i.e. small, middle and large) was subdi-vided into three degrees, according to same way of the second-step determination. Therefore, WDS can express values, ranging from zero (= no growing weed) to nine (= the highest degree of denseness of weeds). It is noteworthy that WDS in a field plot was not determined by relative comparisons with the degrees of weed denseness of the other field plots, but was intuitively determined. For this, the researchers were required to instantaneously decide WDS of a field plot. At 3 MATs, WDS was evaluated after all the rice plants of a field plot were harvested except for the evaluated plants since some genotypes dominated the canopies.
WDS of a field plot was mean of three WDSs, which were separately determined by three researchers. WDS of a genotype under a density condition was mean of WDSs of the two replicates (or field plots). The genotypic mean of WDS in the first year varied from 0.0 to 7.5 under H condition and from 2.5 to 9.0 under L one in the thirty RILs of which we could completely obtain WDSs. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) revealed that both of the effects of genotype and density on WDS showed the high significances at 1% levels (genotype, df = 29, MS = 15.179; density, df = 1, MS = 40.833; genotype × density, df = 29, MS = 2.178 NS ). It suggests that the variation of WDS in the first year might not be explained only by accidentally uneven distributions of weeds and/or a personal impression.
WDSs of all the field plots were evaluated at 2 and 3 MATs to examine a dynamics of the amount of growing weeds in the second year. It is noted that the research in the first year confirmed that all the RILs showing flatplant shape in the early plant development maintained prostrate growth like W107, at least, until 2 MATs. To minimize the effect of memories of the research at 2 MATs on the evaluations of WDS at 3 MATs, the researchers have not been informed about data of the ricemorphological traits and WDS at 2 MATs. At 3 MATs in the second year, to add an objective evidence to WDS, we measured the total fresh weight of all growing weeds in each of the field plots. The bodies of weeds above the ground were cut within five lines × three rows and within four lines × three rows in each of the field plots of H and L condition, respectively. Immediately after all the weeds were cut in each of the field plots, we measured the total weight. To be compared with the fresh weight of weeds (FWW) under H condition, FWW in each of field plots under L condition was multiplied by 2/3, since the cut area in a field plot under H condition was two-thirds times of that under L one.
Each of the three indexes of amount of the growing weeds (i.e. WDS at 2 MATs, WDS and FWW at 3 MATs) of A58 was clearly smaller than that of W107 under both H and L conditions ( Table 2 ): 1) since WDS at 3 MATs in the second year were also significantly affected only by genotype and density, we obtained repeatability, as to the significant factors for WDS in the variation of RILs. 2) In RILs, the significant factors for WDS were common between 2 and 3 MATs. In Hokkaido cultivars, WDS at 2 MATs was mainly affected by density with showing the high significance (P < 0.01), while WDS at 3 MATs was only affected by genotype. Therefore, WDS might be sensitive to differences in population and/or developmental time. 3) In each of RILs and cultivars, the significant factor(s) was a W107 (an annual-form-wild rice) and A58 (a land-race cultivar of Hokkaido) are the parental lines of W107RILs [22] . The thirty-five RILs used; were randomly selected from eighty-nine W107RILs. The thirteen strains, including A58, were used in the Hokkaido cultivars. b H and L indicates high and low density, respectively.
c The ranges of RILs and Hokkaido cultivars were calculated using genotypic mean. d Weed denseness score (WDS) is an index of the degree of denseness of weeds, which was directly measured by eyes, and can range from zero (no growing weed) to nine (the highest degree of denseness of weeds).
ATs indicate months after transplanting. . It suggests that actual weight of weeds within a field plot might be well predicted by the eye measurement. To obtain a criterion for estimating the statistically reliable difference between two WDSs, we performed Fisher-PLSD test (i.e. a multiple comparison) [45] . All of the mean differences of FWW in the twenty-eight comparisons were positive ( Table 3 ). In addition, all of the mean differences were significant except for the four comparisons between WDS1 and WDS2, between WDS2 and WDS3, between WDS4 and WDS5 and between WDS6 and WDS7. It suggests that the difference between two WDSs might be reliable in estimating a significant difference between the two FWWs, if the absolute difference between the two WDSs is at least more than 1.
Trait Evaluations of Rice Strain
In the variation of Oryza sativa, CA is closely associated with traits conferring an ability of canopy domination [12, 16] . Then, we evaluated the two-morphological traits, actual plant height (APH) and tiller angle (TA), part of vegetative body of a plant and was measured in the natural form of vegetative plant architecture. TA was evaluated by the degree from one (elect-plant shape) to five (flat-plant shape). The middle three plants in the central row of each of field plots were individually evaluated, and the genotypic mean of a character was calculated WDS is an index of the degree of denseness of weeds, which was directly measured by eyes, and can range from zero (no growing weed) to nine (the highest degree of denseness of weeds). It is noted that no field plot showing WDS0 or WDS9 was identified at the survey time. b The each number was obtained by subtracting of mean of FWW in WDS (a) from that in WDS (b). The differences were tested by Fisher-PLSD test (a multiple comparison) [45] . * , ** , *** using the phenotypic values of the six plants. Developmental change of (DC-) a trait in a genotype was conveniently defined as subtraction of genotypic mean of the trait at 2 MATs from that at 3 MATs. Here, seasonal change of WDS (SC-WDS) was defined as the subtraction of genotypic mean of WDS at 2 MATs from that at 3 MATs. This index is regarded as change of CA of a rice strain against weeds during the late plant development. Since several researchers reported that growth duration (GD) conferred CA in some crop species including rice [16, 46, 47] , we also recorded heading (or flowering) time by daily observation. GD of a plant was conveniently expressed by days to the third heading from germination. To avoid damaging developments of the rice strains and weeds, we carried out trait evaluations from the boundary between two-field plots.
Data Statistical Analysis
In the present study, all the statistical analyses were performed using Stat View 5.0 (SAS) [45] except for path analysis. As mentioned in the subsection 2.3., effects of genotype and density on WDS at 3 MATs were tested by a two-way ANOVA using thirty RILs in the first year. In addition, effects on WDS at 2 and 3 MATs and FWW were also tested by a two-way ANOVA using thirty-five RILs in the second year ( Table 2) . When WDS at 3 MATs and FWW was independent and dependent variable, respectively, we obtained a significant regression coefficient (P < 0.0001, N = 196). Hence, a liner post hoc contrast was performed using Fisher-PLSD test to know a criterion for estimating the statistically reliable difference between two WDSs ( Table 3) . Fisher-PLSD test analyzes mean differences in each of contrasts between two groups using multiple t-test and is applicable to the case that the two groups tested show different sample sizes.
Based on the amount of change in WDS between 2 and 3 MATs, the thirty-five RILs were classified into the two groups (Figure 1) . In each of the three traits, TA, APH and WDS, under a same density condition at a same survey time, mean difference between the two groups was examined by (two-sample) t-test after we checked that each of the differences of variance between the two groups were not significant using F-test. The statistical analyzes suggest that developmental change of a trait related to utilization of light resource or canopy domination might be associated with change of CA. To know how the developmental changes of the two traits, TA and APH, contribute to CA change (i.e. SC-WDS), we carried out multiple regression analysis under each of density conditions. It is noted that DC-TA was statistically independent of DC-APH under each of density condi- 
where Y, X 1 and X 2 was SC-WDS, DC-TA and DC-APH, respectively. The statistical significances of partial regression coefficients (i.e. a 1 and a 2 ) were examined by t-test. The multiple regression analyses suggest that developmental change in only one trait of the two might affect SC-WDS in both of density conditions. Then, to simply and visually grasp the relationship between developmental change of a trait and SC-WDS, regression analysis was performed under each of density conditions (Figure 3) . The model of regression was expressed by Y = a 0 + a 1 X 1 , where Y and X 1 was SC-WDS and developmental change of a trait (i.e. DC-TA or DC-APH), respectively. As for L condition, regression analysis was, further, carried out for identifying the relationship between GD and SC-WDS. The additional regression analysis was done because of the two reasons: 1) the viewpoint from the result of genetic analyses were not consistent with that of regression analysis under L condition (Figures 3(b) and 4(b) ), and 2) it was reported that GD was associated with CA under relatively L condition [16, 46, 47] .
In the present study, GD was significantly correlated with DC-APH and SC-WDS under L condition (between GD and DC-APH, r = 0.624, P < 0.001; between GD and SC-WDS, r = -0.587, P < 0.001). DC-APH was also significantly correlated with SC-WDS under L one (r = -0.419, P < 0.05). The three-correlation relationships were qualitatively consistent with previous competition study of rice [16] . Until now, it has been thought that GD would be indirectly associated with CA through the direct contribution to plant height in rice (Figure 5(a) ) [e.g. 16] . But the present study showed that correlation coefficient between GD and SC-WDS was higher than that between DC-APH and SC-WDS (Figures 3(b), (c) ). It implied that GD might directly affect CA change (or SC-WDS). Therefore, we examined the associations among GD, DC-APH, and SC-WDS using path analysis. We constructed the two-path models to be compared. One was based on the traditional viewpoint of the associations among the three traits in competition of rice ( Figure  5(a) ), and the other was characterized by the supposition that GD might directly affect SC-WDS as well as DC-APH ( Figure 5(b) ). To implement identification constraint, the coefficient of path from error i (i = 1 or 2) was fixed at the default, 1. After the path coefficients were estimated by maximum likelihood methods, they were standardized. The statistical significances of path coefficients were tested by t-test. To determine which model explained the variation of SC-WDS better, we used squared multiple correlation of SC-WDS which is the roportion of its variance that is accounted by its predicp tors, GD and DC-APH. Path analyses were performed using AMOS 5.0 (SPSS) [48] .
In multiple regression analysis under L condition, only DC-APH significantly affected SC-WDS. Hence, QTL analysis was performed on DC-APH and SC-WDS under L condition, and we detected the chromosomal region where a QTL associated with DC-APH was nearly linked to a QTL associated with SC-WDS. But the present result of path analysis suggested that GD might directly affect SC-WDS but DC-APH might not significantly affect SC-WDS. Then, we checked the chromosomal regions where a DC-APH-related QTL identified in the present study is linked to a GD-related QTL detected in the previous study [22] . As a result, the two regions were founded, but we detected only the one region where a QTL associated with DC-APH was nearly linked to a QTL associated with SC-WDS. To confirm that only the GD-related QTL linked to the QTL associated with SC-WDS is effective on the behavior of GD under L condition in our paddy field, effects of the two-GD-related QTLs on GD were tested by a two-way ANOVA. Figures 1(a), (b) was divided into the two regions, in-point and out-point region. Genotypes of which the points were positioned in in-point (or out-point) region were classified as in-point (or out-point) genotype. The dotted boxes and line bars indicate mean and standard deviations, which were calculated based on genotypic mean.
Non-Parametric QTL Analysis
in eighty-nine W107RILs of the F 6 generation [43] , using JoinMap version 3.0 [49] . As for the segregation distortion in the thirty-five RILs, the deviation from Mendelian inheritance was examined by χ 2 -test from segregation for the eighty-eight makers [22, 43] . The tests revealed that extreme distortions for segregation were detected in the three markers, RM474, C51124 and C961, on chromosome (Ch) 10, showing a high frequency of the excess for W107-derived alleles (W-alleles). The number of Walleles/number of A58-derived alleles (A-alleles) of RM474, C51124 and C961 was 34/1, 34/1 and 31/4, respectively. They were consistent with the previous analy- sis of segregation distortion in F 5 generation of W107RILs [22] .
In the present study, we performed non-parametric QTL analysis, due to the small number of used RILs. The mapping was carried out using MapQTL version 4.0 [50] , which uses the rank sum test of Kruskal-Wallis (KW) that can be regarded as the non-parametric equivalent of the one-way ANOVA. The test is performed on each locus separately under the supposition that segregating QTL (with large effect) linked to a tested maker locus will result in large difference in average rank between the two-maker-genotype classes. Usually, several marker loci, showing significant K-value (i.e. the statistic of KW analysis), continuously distribute around the marker locus that shows the highest K among the loci on a chromosomal region. It is a supposition of the non-parametric QTL analysis that the marker locus showing the highest K might be the nearest marker locus (NML) linked to the focal QTL. As for the plausibility of an estimated QTL, the severe significance threshold, P < 0.005, was strictly used for KW-test, according to the suggestion [50] . In the present study, under the supposition that a NML and the linked QTL in each of the RILs might share the chromosomal segment derived from an identical parent, the allele on the linked QTL, which increased average rank of a trait, was estimated. The estimated allele on the QTL was conveniently abbreviated to i-allele (i is the abbreviation of increasing). Intuitively to say, i-allele contributes to increase of trait value since average rank of a trait tended to be positively correlated with the trait mean value. We performed the non-parametric QTL analysis on DC-TA, DC-APH and SC-WDS.
Results
Changes of Weed-Denseness Score during the Plant Development of Rice
To characterize how a genotype changed WDS during the vegetative development of rice, the two-genotypic mean of WDS at 2 and 3 MATs were compared under each of the density conditions (Figure 1) . Based on Table 3, it was supposed that the two-actual amounts of weeds (i.e. FWW) in a genotype might be significantly different when the absolute difference in WDS between 2 and 3 MATs was at least more than 1. Under the supposition, the points (i.e. circles or squares in Figure 1 ), which were positioned in the region between the lines of Y = X + 1 and Y = X -1 (called in-point hereafter), indicate that the genotypes might not significantly change WW during the period from 2 to 3 MATs. While the F points, which were positioned under the line of Y = X -1 (called out-point hereafter), indicate that the genotypes might significantly decrease FWW during the period. According to the distinction, W107 might significantly decrease FWW but A58 might not decrease it during the period under each of the two-density conditions (Figures  1(a), (b) ). Most of the Hokkaido cultivars, including A58, showed in-point, regardless of density condition (Figures  1(c), (d) ), indicating that CA of a cultivar at the late plant development was dependent of that at early one. It is consistent with the previous competition study of cultivated rice [12] . The RILs showed a large variation of the change of WDS, mainly due to the distributions of outpoint (see closed circles in Figures 1(a), (b) ). All the RILs showing out-point expressed more than four in WDS at 2 MATs (Figures 1(a), (b) ), suggesting that the RILs showing out-point might express weak CAs until 2
MATs but increase CAs during the period from 2 to 3 MATs.
Phenotypic Analyses of the Relationship between Developmental Change and Seasonal Change of Weed-Denseness Score
Under each of the four conditions, W107 showed larger TA and smaller APH than A58 (Figure 2(a) ), indicating that W107 expressed shorter stature than A58 across the four conditions. Further, W107 clearly showed larger WDS than A58 under each of the four conditions ( Table  1) . The results suggest that W107 might show weak CA against weeds due to the short stature. It accords with the previous competition studies of O. sativa [12, 16] . But the question why W107 plants decreased WDS during the eriod from 2 to 3 MATs (Figures 1(a), (b) ) cannot be p resolved by the static viewpoint of competition, suggesting need of developmental analysis. There are two problems, as to developmental performances of W107 plants in the paddy field of Sapporo. First, W107 plants could not head at 3 MATs, due to the strongly photoperiod sensitivity under the naturally long day conditions [22, 42] . TA is affected by developmental phase changes [39, 40] . Therefore, it was thought that W107 plants could not fully achieve the smallest degree of TA at 3 MATs, due to the relative delay of developmental schedule of W107 to the survey time. Second, the cool climates suppress growth rate of W107, due to the weak tolerance of W107 against low temperatures in the vegetative-plant developments [22, 51, 52] . As a result, even in the late-plant development, W107 under the low-temperatures would not realize a tall stature as identified in the warm region [27, 42] . The two points emphasize the usefulness of W107RILs for the analyses of developmental performances, which are controlled by the genetic factor(s) of AFW rice, in Hokkaido islands. It is because the RILs are, in a sense, regarded as a result that chromosomal segments of AFW rice were randomly inserted into the genome of a cultivar that has been fitted to the environments of Hokkaido. The three characters, TA, APH and WDS, were compared between the two classes of out-and in-point genotypes of RILs. Out-point (or in-point) genotype was defined as the genotype showing out-point (or in-point) in Figures 1(a), (b) . As expected, compared with in-pointgenotype class, out-point-genotype class showed relatively large TA, small APH (i.e. short stature) and large WDS (i.e. weak CA) at 2 MATs under each of the twodensity conditions (Figure 2(b) showed no significance (Figure 2(b) ). Since out-pointgenotype class changed larger in the two traits, APH and TA, than in-point-genotype one during the period, The results suggest the two points. First, the developmental changes might affect the dynamics of CA against weeds (i.e. SC-WDS) regardless of density condition. Second, the statistical significances of partial-regression coefficient (i.e. a 1 and a 2 ) suggest that a developmental change, affecting SC-WDS, might depend on density conditions. It is a notable result that developmental change in height (i.e. DC-APH), conferring an ability of canopy domination, might not be associated with the changes in CA under H condition. In Figure 3 , the closed circles indicate outpoint genotypes. Under H condition, the closed circles were clearly concentrated on the lower left-hand of Figure 3(a) . This visually expresses that the out-point genotypes tended to change their vegetative plant architectures from flat to elect shape and decrease amount of weeds. Under L condition, the closed circles were concentrated on the lower right-hand of Figure 3(b) , indicating that the out-point genotypes tended to show high rates of change in APH and decrease the amount of weeds.
QTL Analysis under High-Density Condition
Under H condition, RM481 on Ch 7 might be nearly linked to a QTL associated with SC-WDS (named qSC-WDS(H)7) ( Table 4 ). In addition, one of the two QTLs, associated with DC-TA, was also nearly linked to RM481 (named qDC-TA(H)7) ( Table 4) . It suggests a possibility that qSC-WDS(H)7 and qDC-TA(H)7 might be a same locus. Here, i-allele of qDC-TA(H)7 was A-allele ( Table  4) . If the two QTLs are identical, i-allele of qSC-WDS(H)7 should be A-allele. It is because DC-TA significantly affected SC-WDS with showing positive regression coefficient (Figure 3(a) ). As expected, i-allele of qSC-WDS(H)7 was A-allele (Table 4) . Therefore, the two QTLs might be regarded as a single Mendelian factor. This leads to a possibility that only W-allele on qDC-TA(H)7 might contribute to decrease of WDS (or an increased level of CA against weeds) thorough controlling the most drastic change of TA toward narrow plant shape.
Another QTL associated with DC-TA (named qDC-TA(H)5) might be linked to RM289 on Ch 5 but no QTL associated with SC-WDS was detected around RM289 under H condition ( Table 4 ). In the four-marker-genotype classes associated with DC-TA under H condition, only the genotype class with W-alleles on RM481, averagely showed the remarkable decrease of TA during the period from 2 to 3 MATs (Figure 4(a) ). This indicates that only plants with the marker genotype tended to drastically change the vegetative plant architecture from flat to elect shape. In addition, the genotypes (see circles with Table 4 . The results of non-parametric quantitative trait locus (QTL) analysis of the three characters, seasonal change of weed denseness score (SC-WDS), developmental change of tiller angle (DC-TA) and developmental change of actual plant height (DC-APH), under high-density condition. a WDS indicates weed-denseness score ranging from zero (no weed) to nine (the highest degree of denseness of weeds). SC-WDS was defined as the subtraction of WDS at 2 months after transplanting (MATs) from WDS at 3 MATs. TA is an index of tiller angle, measured by degrees from one (elect type) to five (flat type). APH indicates actual plant height (cm), defined as the height from the ground to the highest part of vegetative body in the natural shape. DC-TA (or DC-APH) was defined as the subtraction of TA (or APH) at 2 MATs from TA (or APH) at 3 MATs. b K is the statistic of Kruskal-Wallis analysis, which can be regarded as non-parametric equivalent of the one-way analysis of variance. In the table, only the peak value of K was shown, although significant K (P < 0.05) were usually detected in the marker loci around the marker locus showing the peak value.
SC-WDS
c W and A indicates the allele derived from W107 (an annual-formwild rice) and A58 (a Hokkaido cultivar), respectively. The marker genotype class with the represented allele at a focal marker locus significantly expresses larger average rank than that with another allele. It was supposed that a QTL and the linked marker locus might share chromosomal segment derived from same parent in each of recombinant-inbred lines. Hence, the allele contributing to larger average rank on the linked QTL was estimated from the represented allele in is table. The allele on the linked QTL is called i-allele (i is abbreviation of increasing) in the sense that the allele contributes to the increase of the trait value. th W in Figure 3(a) ) tended to decrease TA and WDS larger than the genotypes that possessed A-alleles (see circles without W in Figure 3(a) ) on RM481. The explanation rate (ER) was defined as the equation, ER (a focal marker locus) = (number of out-point genotypes with Wallele on the marker locus/number of genotypes with W-allele on the marker locus) × 100(%). As shown in Figure 3(a) , ER (RM481) was the high value with showing 84.6%, suggesting that the outpoint genotypes were mainly characterized by W-allele on qDC-TA(H)7.
As for DC-APH, the three QTLs were detected around RM5536 (on Ch 1), RM547 (on Ch 8) and RM10143 (on Ch 9) under H condition, but each of them did not shared any NMLs with the QTLs associated with DC-TA and SC-WDS ( Table 4) . It genetically supports the statistical independency of DC-APH with DC-TA and the result of multiple regression analysis under H condition.
QTL Analysis under Low-Density Condition
Under L condition, RM547 on Ch 8 might be the NML not only linked to a QTL associated with SC-WDS (named Table 5) . If the two QTLs are the same, i-allele of qSC-WDS(L)8 should be A-allele. Because DC-APH significantly affected SC-WDS with showing a negative regression coefficient (Figure 3(b) ). The result of QTL analysis for qSC-WDS(L)8 was fitted to the requirement (Table 5) . Therefore, the two QTLs might be regarded as a single Mendelian factor. The other two QTLs associated with DC-APH were detected around RM5536 (on Ch 1) and R10143 (on Ch 9) under L condition ( Table 5) . Like the result of comparative analysis of developmental behavior among the marker-genotype classes under H condition (Figure 4(a) ), it was expected that only the marker-genotype class with W-alleles on RM547 might show the most drastic increase of APH among the sixmarker-genotype classes under L condition. Against the expectation, such developmental behavior was expressed by the class with W-alleles on RM5536 (Figure 4(b) ). In addition, the pattern of the class with W-alleles on R10143 was similar to that of the class with W-alleles on RM547. But no QTL associated with SC-WDS was detected around both RM5536 and R10143. Therefore, with a viewpoint of marker-genotype analysis, it is negatively suggested that DC-APH might be the primal cause for SC-WDS (or CA change).
qSC-WDS(L)8) but also linked to a QTL associated with DC-APH (named qDC-APH(L)8) (Table 5). It suggests a possibility that qSC-WDS(L)8 and qDC-APH(L)8 might be a same QTL. Here, i-allele of qDC-APH(L)8 was Wallele (
Reexamination of the Trait Conferring
Competitive Ability under Low-Density Condition
As expected from the previous studies that treated the relationship between GD and plant height in rice [16, 44] , GD was significantly correlated with DC-APH under L condition (r = 0.624, P < 0.001, N = 35). GD was also significantly correlated with SC-WDS, and the correlation coefficient was higher than that between DC-APH and SC-WDS (Figures 3(b), (c) ). Therefore, it seems that SC-WDS might be primarily affected by GD rather than DC-APH. Based on Kawano hypothesis [16] that did not suppose the direct effect of GD on SC-WDS, the result of path analysis showed that DC-APH significantly affect SC-WDS (Figure 5(a) ). However, when it was supposed that GD might directly affect SC-WDS, DC-APH did not significantly affect SC-WDS but GD significantly affected SC-WDS ( Figure 5(b) ). In addition, squared multiple correlation of SC-WDS in the path model constructed by the present study showed higher value than that in Kawano model (Figure 5) , indicating appropriateness of our model. Therefore, it is suggested that the direct effect of DC-APH on SC-WDS might be apparent and GD might be the primal factor for SC-WDS. Of the three-chromosomal regions where the QTL associated with DC-APH under L condition were detected (Table 5) , QTLs associated with GD were detected around RM5536 (linked to qHD1) and RM547 (linked to qHD8) in the previous study using eighty-nine W107RILs in Sapporo [22] . But the QTL associated with SC-WDS Figure 3(c) ). That is, the effective QTL associated with GD was closely linked to a QTL associated with DC-APH only around RM547. Therefore, the correlation between DC-APH and GD might be mainly explained by the close linkage between qDC-APH(L)8 and qHD8, which caused correlation relationships between DC-APH and SC-WDS (Figure 3(b) ). As mentioned, iallele of qHD8 was W-allele. If qHD8 and qSC-WDS(L)8 are identical, i-allele of qSC-WDS(L)8 should be A-allele. Because GD significantly affected SC-WDS with showing a negative regression coefficient (Figure 3(c) ). The expectation was fitted to the result of QTL analysis for SC-WDS under L condition ( Table 5) . As shown in Figure 3(c) , ER (RM481) was the high value with showing 64.6%, indicating that at least more than half of out-point genotypes were explained by W-allele on qHD8.
Discussion
In the present study, we simultaneously introduced phenotypic and genetic analyses into the understanding of competition occurring in an identical experimental field. Since this way is not common in plant competition study, we will, at first, mention the flame of demonstration procedure. It involved the four-step analyses as follows. First, using regression analysis, cause-and-effect relationship between a developmental change of a trait and change of CA (i.e. SC-WDS) was estimated (Figure 3) . The step is for obtaining a suggestion that developmental change of the target trait might affect change of CA at phenotype level.
Second, using QTL analysis, we detected the chromosomal region where a QTL associated with the developmental change shared an identical NML with a QTL associated with the CA change (Tables 4 and 5) . It directs our consciousness to the possibility that the two QTLs might be an identical Mendelian factor.
The consistency of i-allele between two QTLs which shared an identical NML has been regarded as one of evidences for enhancing the possibility that the two QTLs might be identical and show a cause-and-effect relationship in some cases [22, 43, [53] [54] [55] . For instance, when a QTL associated with a yield component such as grain weight is closely linked to another QTL associated with yield and they showed same i-allele, it is intuitively thought that QTL associated with the yield component will be the cause and the detection of QTL associated with yield will be the effect (or by-product) [53, 55] . Such thinking implicitly supposes positive regression relationship between a yield component and yield. Therefore, in the present study, if (1) the sign of regression coefficient (Figure 3) is plus (or minus) and (2) the two QTLs are the same, i-allele of QTL associated with the developmental change should be identical (or different) to (or from) that associated with CA change. The establishment in the third-step analysis genetically suggests that the developmental change in a component trait of vegetative plant architecture might cause CA change. Regression analysis also suggests that the genotypes showing large developmental changes toward a direction might decrease the amount of weeds at high rates during the late vegetative plant developments (Figures 3(a), (b) ). Therefore, the genotype class with the allele functioning toward the direction on the QTL associated with a developmental change, which is closely linked to the QTL associated with SC-WDS, should express the largest developmental change among the genotype classes related to the developmental change. The examination is the forth step analysis (Figure 4) . When all the four conditions were filled, it was thought to be plausible that the developmental change associated with the QTL might primarily account for the phenotypic variation of CA change (or SC-WDS).
The present study prepared the two-density conditions. Under H condition, DC-TA significantly affected SC-WDS (Figure 3(a) ), but only one of the two QTLs associated with DC-TA mostly explained the variation of SC-WDS (Table 4; Figures 3(a) and 4(a) ). Therefore, all the QTLs associated with a developmental change, which was estimated as the trait conferring CA against weeds at phenotype level, might not be associated with CA. It suggests that only genetic analysis for a target trait under the assumption that the trait axiomatically confers CA would be incomplete in competition study. A similar example is founded in the relationship between flat plant shape and tolerance against trampling pressure in AFW rice when QTL analyses were carried out [22] , suggesting that it might not be a rare case that all the QTLs associated with a plant morphology (or development) do not contribute to an ecological function. Until now, to determine an ecological significance of a detected gene (or QTL), it has been only effective way to demonstrate that the gene is associated with latitudinal cline [51, 56] . However, the procedure demonstrated in the present study will provide us with another methodology for giving an ecological significance of the detected QTL associated with morphology (or development).
Regarding the present result of H condition, a story was suggested as to an ecological significance of DC-TA. Dense condition in addition to the initial low fertilizer application will result in low nutrient availability especially during the late vegetative plant development. Such availability suppresses vigorous vegetative plant growth in rice [57, 58] . Hence it cannot be expected that canopy domination through rapid increases of plant height contributes to CA. As the direct evidence in the present study, increase of APH could not contribute to decrease of WDS under H condition (Figure 3(a) ; Table 4 ). This accords with the previous ecological study that mortality of AFW rice during the late plant development was not significantly correlated with plant height under weedy semi-natural conditions in the tropical region although weeds grew taller [6] . Therefore, under a dense condition, it could be an adaptive strategy that the efficiency of capturing light is elevated by the developmental changes in tillers from wide to narrow angle in the environmental situation that rice plants are surrounded by monocot species that do not severely dominate the canopy in contrast to dicot one [59] . This inference is fitted to the ecological situation that AFW-rice plants could mainly coexist with various glass species in temporary swamps (indicating low-nutrient availability) in their habitats [3, 4] . Although there is difference in species composition in plant community between natural habitats of AFW rice and the present experimental field [3] , the present finding provides an important implication as to evolutionary process of the developmental change in vegetative plant architecture of AFW rice. With the ecological records in natural habitats of AFW rice [3] [4] [5] , the previous QTL analysis suggested that flat-plant shape of AFW rice during the early plant development might have been evolved under trampling pressures [22] . While the present study suggests that the change in TA during the late plant development might be associated with competition under a dense condition (Figures 3(a) and 4(a) ; Table 4 ). Therefore, it is suggested that heterogeneous selective pressures in life time might have evolved the developmental change. Both qTA7 that W-allele contributed to flat-plant shape during the early plant development [22] and qDC-TA(H)7 that W-allele contributed to large changes in plant shape during the late one (Figure 4) were nearly linked to the molecular marker, RM481, on the short arm of Ch 7 ( Table 4 ). In addition, PROG1 (Prostrate growth 1) gene identified from a wild rice strain controlled the developmental changes from prostrate to elect growth habit, and was also closely linked to RM481 [40] . These suggest a possibility that the three loci, qTA7, qDC-TA(H)7 and PROG1, might be same locus. If it is true, the two-different selective pressures might have evolved a single gene controlling the developmental change.
Previous competition studies of rice showed that GD was correlated with the plant height that was also correlated with CA against weeds under L conditions [16, 44] . Based on the dominant concept that plant height plays the primal role in competition (or canopy domination) in rice [12] [13] [14] , Kawano conceptually introduced the causeand-effect relationships into the two correlations [16] . That is, a long GD indirectly increases the level of CA through the direct contribution to a large plant height (see Figure 5(a) ). The present study also showed that rapid increases in APH might largely contribute to suppression of the growth of weeds (Figure 3(b) ). This is well fitted to common nature of competition in herbaceous plants [20, 21, 59] . However, when genetic analysis was used for reexamination of the regression relationship, this was negatively suggested by the fourth-step analysis of the present demonstration procedure (Figure 4(b) ). In addition, the present path analysis revealed that GD directly affected change of CA (or SC-WDS) but the plant development toward vertical direction (i.e. DC-APH) did not significantly elevate CA during the late vegetative plant development (Figure 5(b) ). Hence we checked QTLs associated with GD in the previous QTL mapping [22] and founded that qHD8 shared an identical NML (i.e. RM547) with qSC-WDS(L)8. The relationship of i-allele of the two QTLs also filled with the requirement of regression analysis between GD and SC-WDS ( Figure  3(c) ; Table 5 ). These results suggest that GD might directly affect CA change. It is noted that the positive correlation coefficient between GD and DC-APH might be merely due to close linkage between the two-major QTLs, qHD8 and qDC-APH(L)8, in the present study (Figures  3(b), (c) ). Therefore, there is a possibility that Kawano might misinterpret the associations among the three traits, due to the close linkage between genes associated with GD and plant height. The present result of L condition provided us with an example that genetic analysis will be effective for reexamining a classic hypothesis of competition based on phenotypic analysis.
In competition studies of herbaceous plants, GD has been rarely regarded as a major factor for conferring CA [46] . Hence the physiological role of GD in competition has been still unclear. Bulm demonstrated that sorghum varieties (Sorghum bicolor L. Moench.) with showing long GD could not help severely scrambling for the poor water resource during the late plant development [46] . In common paddy field, the primal and secondary environmental factor associated with competition is light and nutrient, respectively [16] . As inferred from Bulm's study, the rice strains maintaining long vegetative developments might be higher in the ability for depriving the poor nutrient resource than the annual weeds that transited to reproductive developments at a similar timing of the rice cultivars [19, 60] .
The present study suggests that trait conferring CA or QTL associated with CA might depend on density conditions even under an identical field, emphasizing need of consideration for conditionality in plant competition study as Sakai pointed out [11] . Under L condition which is not common environment for AFW rice [3, 5] , the drastic change of TA possessed by AFW rice was not associated with CA change (Table 5 ). This result corroborates that the changes of TA shown by AFW rice would be the product of natural selection since AFW rice grows under dense conditions especially in the late plant development. Natural selection favors integrating fitness-related genes into a chromosomal region [61, 62] . Ssv (Short stature only in the vegetative phase) on short arm of Ch 7 (i.e. around RM481) was known as a major chromosomal region where fitness-related genes characterizing AFW rice were linked each other [22, 23, 27, 43] . Phenotypic plasticity was associated with CA in natural habitat of wild rice [6] , and at least two-major QTLs associated with density response have recently been located on Ssv chromosomal region [43] . The present study also suggest that qDC-TA(H)7 associated with competition might be located on same region (Table 4) . Therefore, it is implied that competition itself as one of selective forces might act on integrating CA-related genes into a chromosomal region in AFW rice.
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